Mobile phone use and traffic characteristics
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research is the analysis of the impact of cell phone use on vehicle traffic
speed and headways. For this purpose, a field survey was carried out in real traffic
conditions, unlike most related studies that are based on either questionnaire responses or
driving simulator experiments. In particular, traffic data were recorded on a four-lane urban
arterial segment by means of a video camera and a speed gun. Linear regression models
were developed for the analysis of the effect of cell phone use and other variables on traffic
speed and time / space headways. It was found that vehicle speed is increased for young
drivers (aged 18-25 years), male drivers and taxi drivers, and decreased for older drivers
(>55 years) and for drivers using their cell phone while driving. Vehicle's time headways were
not found to be affected by cell phone use. However, headspaces, estimated as the product
of vehicle speed and time headways, were found to be decreased for drivers using their cell
phone, young drivers and older drivers. Moreover, headspaces increased with the difference
in speed and in headway of the vehicle ahead. Overall, drivers between 25-55 years old are
associated with larger space headways regardless of the use of cell phone, possibly due to a
combination of adequate driving experience and skills. Cell phone use results in lower
speeds, suggesting a driver's compensatory effect on the distraction caused by the cell
phone use, an effect also identified in previous research. This distraction is also reflected in
the reduced space headways associated with cell phone use for all drivers. The reduction is
more pronounced when the speed and headway difference between successive vehicles
was not significant in the first place, as is the case for vehicle platoons.
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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
Worldwide, use of cell phones while driving has raised strong concerns about the impact on
road safety and several research actions are under way (NHTSA, 2006; McEvoy et al. 2007).
On the basis of the concept of humans' inherently limited focus capabilities (Kahneman
1973), early research results showed that cell phone communication is a quite demanding
cognitive and operational task, which may compromise decision making while driving
(McKnight and McKnight 1993). Nowadays, approximately 44 countries have banned the use
of handheld phones while driving (Cellular-News, 2007; Sundeen, 2005)
In particular, the use of cell phones is blamed for increased risk of provoking or failing to
avoid a road accident, mainly within simulated experiments within recent researches. The
effect is attributed in Laberge-Nadeau et al. (2003) to the distraction of driver's attention.
Furthermore, the effect of cell phone use on road accident risk is quantified in Redelmeier
and Tibshirani (1997), who suggest that road accident risk is quadrupled when using cell
phone while driving, not only during the actual cell phone communication, but also during the
short period following the end of the call. Lam (2002) investigated the association between
various types of distractions, inside and outside the vehicle, and the increased risk of car
crash injury among drivers of different ages. More specifically, it was reported that the risk of
road accident injury of young drivers (25-29 years old) who used a cell phone was estimated
to be almost 2.5 times higher than those not being distracted. On the other hand, the pattern
of effects for older drivers is also somewhat equivocal. The impact of cell phones on older
drivers appears to be more detrimental in some studies (Brookhuis et al., 1991), but not in
other ones (Alm and Nilsson, 1995). In another simulator experiment (Wilcox, 2004) it was
found that drivers who used their cell phone while driving experienced an increased risk of
provoking a road accident compared to drivers who did not use their cell phone while driving;
interestingly, this effect was non significant for male drivers.
In other researches, the effect of cell phone use while driving is examined in terms of road
safety, through the analysis of the respective effect on traffic speeds and vehicle headways.
It is argued that drivers may attempt to compensate for the increased mental effort resulting
from the use of cell phone while driving by adapting their speed accordingly (Haigney et al.
2007). In particular, it has been found that drivers reduce their speed while using their cell
phone (Strayer and Drews 2001). The adjustment of driving speed while using a cell phone
appears to be largely affected by the road environment; in particular, speed reduction is
expected to be higher in the more complex urban settings (Törnos and Bolling 2005).
Related effects may also rise from individual driver characteristics, such as age and gender.
For instance, young drivers do not appear to significantly reduce their travel speed when
using their cell phone, whereas older drivers reduce their speed in accordance to the
complexity of the trip. Moreover, higher speed reductions while using a cell phone were
observed among older female drivers, in relation to male drivers of the same age groups
(Nowakowski et al. 2008).
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Alternatively, vehicle headways may be examined as measure of driving behaviour when
using a cell phone; however the related findings are more contradictory. For example, a
recent research (Rosenbloom 2006) reports a statistically significant reduction of vehicle
headways in drivers using their cell phones, whereas in (Strayer and Drews 2001),
headways of drivers using their cell phones were found by 12% higher than those of drivers
who did not use their cell phone while driving.
Regarding the impact of using a hands-free mobile phone, Rosenbloom (2006) examined the
impact of using a hands-free mobile phone while driving on vehicle speed and headways,
and found that drivers who performed short phone calls reduced their speed while talking on
the mobile phone, in contrast with other drivers who engaged in lengthy conversations and
increased their speed. In addition to this, the results of a simulator study (Charlton S., 2009),
dealing with the effect of the hands-free use of mobile phone while driving, suggested that
drivers who used the mobile phone recorded the highest accident rates. Through another
simulator study (Strayer et al., 2006), a performance comparison was made between cell
phone drivers, either on hand-held or hands-free mode, and drivers who were legally
intoxicated from ethanol. As regards the speed profiles, intoxicated drivers reduced speed
more than cell phone drivers, but in both cases speed appeared to be lower than the average
speed of participants in the single-task driving.
Despite the large number of studies on cell phone use and driver behaviour and safety, it
should be noted that in several cases the available results are compromised by features of
the experimental design, as regards both the data collection and analysis methods. More
specifically, most researches use driving simulator (Alm and Nilsson 1995, Ranney et al.
2005, Rakauskas et al. 2004, Törnos and Bolling 2005) or stated preference data (Chen
2007, Gras et al. 2007), i.e. the effects are seldom explored in real traffic conditions,
therefore different types of bias may be involved in each case.
In a meta-analysis of the effects of cell phones on driver performance, Caird et al., (2008)
categorised the research setting into laboratory, simulation and on-road. On road studies, as
the present one, are very few regarding studies taking place in a laboratory or a simulator.
Moreover, most researches examine the dependant variables of speed and reaction time,
and only few examine headways, which is nevertheless equally important for traffic flow and
road safety.
Within this framework, the objective of the present research is to extend existing research on
the effect of using a cell phone while driving on road safety. On that purpose, a field survey is
carried out in actual traffic conditions in an appropriate setting. Moreover, both traffic speeds
and vehicle headways are examined as per the influence of cell phone use while driving.
This research was carried out in Athens, Greece, where a very low drivers compliance is
observed, combined with a lack of systematic police enforcement of the use of cell phones
while driving.
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METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION
Field survey and data processing
Traffic data were recorded on a four-lane urban arterial segment on Katehaki Ave., near the
National Technical University of Athens Campus, in Athens, Greece (see Figure 1), by
means of a video camera (for the measurement of vehicle arrivals and headways) and a
speed gun (for the measurement of vehicle speeds). Measurements concerned vehicles
traveling along the right and the middle lanes, on typical weekdays and during off-peak
hours, in order to avoid congestion conditions and enable accurate and meaningful
measurement of speeds and headways. Two researchers were involved in the data
collection; one researcher measured vehicle speed by using a speed gun, whereas another
researcher recorded the driver's age group and gender, as well as the vehicle type and cell
phone use. In total, 3,048 consecutive vehicles were captured during the roadside survey.
No particular problems were encountered during the survey, and therefore measurement
errors are expected to be negligible.

Figure 1. Field survey site

The data was then cross-checked through the video recordings. Moreover, vehicle headways
were measured for each vehicle as the time difference of the front of the vehicle passing
from the specific cross-section and the vehicle ahead of it. This was achieved by means of
detailed analysis of the video recording as shown in Figure 2. This data was stored in a
database, which was completed with additional data from the video recording, including
driver age and gender, vehicle type and use of cell phone.
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Figure 2. Estimation of vehicle headways

In particular, the variables eventually obtained include:


vehicle speed (v)



driver gender (gender)



driver age group (18-25, 25-55, >55)



use of cell phone (yes / no)



Headway (Hw)



Headspace (Hs), i.e. headways expressed in distance by multiplying the vehicle
speed with the time headway. It is noted that the length of the vehicle ahead is
included in the headspace.



The absolute difference in the speed of each vehicle from the vehicle ahead (dv)



The absolute difference in headway of each vehicle from the headway of the vehicle
ahead (dhw).

The last two variables (dv, dhw) were introduced in order to capture the fact that vehicle
headways are largely affected by traffic conditions (free flow or congestion), resulting in
dependences between speed and headway of a given vehicle and those of the vehicle
ahead.
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Analysis methods
In order to estimate the effect of using cell phones while driving, linear regression models
were examined, under the assumption that traffic speed and headways / headspaces are
continuous normally distributed response variables, leading to the following linear modeling
formulation:
yi = Σ βxi + εi
Where yi is the response variable, xi are continuous or discrete explanatory variables,
β are parameters to be estimated
and εi the error component ε~Ν (0, σ2)
For the comparative assessment of variable effects within and across the three models,
relative effects (e*) were calculated, on the basis of elasticities (e). In particular, point
estimates of elasticities (ei) are provided by the following formula, for each value (i) in the
sample:
ei = (Δ Log yi / Δxi) (xi / yi) = βi (xi / yi)
Then the mean estimate (e) is calculated as the average of (ei) values. It is noted that,
although elasticities are most meaningful when comparing the effects of continuous
variables, the formula was also applied for the categorical variables, as a means for the
assessment of relative effects.

RESULTS
Modeling vehicle speeds and headspaces
Two models were developed through the statistical analysis regarding vehicle speed and
headspaces. Both models were accepted as R2 coefficient is greater than 0.45 in each model
and (almost) all variables were statistically significant at a 90% confidence level.
The first model developed concerned vehicle speeds, and explanatory variables included the
use of cell phone, the driver's gender, the age groups 18-25 and > 55 years and the "taxi"
vehicle type. The parameter estimates and their statistical significances are summarized in
the left part of Table I. It is noted that a variable is considered to be statistically significant at
a 90% confidence interval, when its t-value is higher than 1.64 and consequently its p-value
is lower than 0.100.
Accordingly, following the results for drivers' speed, an effort was made to develop respective
models for the effects of cell phone use on average vehicle headways. However, headspace
was proved to be a more efficient dependent variable than headways, and therefore only the
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final model concerning headspaces is presented here (see right part of Table I). In this case,
statistically significant effects include the use of a cell phone, the age group 25-55 years
(marginally significant), the difference in speeds and the difference in headways from the
vehicle ahead. It is observed that some of the variables that were significant in the speed
model were not found to be significant in the headspace model (e.g. gender, taxi), and vice
versa (e.g. difference in headways). Moreover, interactions between variables were tested,
but were not found to add explanatory power in the model.
Table 1. Generalized linear modelling results for vehicle speed and headspace.

Variable
Constant
Taxi
Gender
Age 18-25
Age 25-55
Age >55
Cell phone use
Speed difference dv
differenceheadways
Headways
difference
R2
dHw

Vehicle speed (V)
β
t-test
p-value
51.49
118.897
0.000
0.692
1.914
0.055
-0.688
-2.537
0.011
0.441
1.642
0.100
-1.503
-3.828
0.000
-0.726
-1.849
0.064
0.45

β
-8.666
7.299
-28.824
7.134
7.174

Headspace (Hs)
t-test
p-value
-1.738
0.082
1.386
0.166
-3.271
0.001
16.995
0.000
46.108
0.000
0.47

In particular, male drivers, young drivers (18-25 years) and taxi drivers travel at increased
speeds, whereas older drivers (>55 years) travel at reduced speeds while speaking. Most
importantly, the use of a cell phone while driving results in reduced speeds for all drivers.
Moreover, cell phone use is significantly associated with reduced headspaces. On the other
hand, increased speed and headway differences between consecutive vehicles result in
increased headspaces as well.
Focusing on the effect of cell phone use, it can be assumed that the reduction in vehicle
speeds of drivers using their cell phone results in a road safety benefit, given that lower
travel speeds are generally correlated with lower accident risk. However, it is revealing
perhaps, apart from the physical distraction of the handheld mode, an attempt of drivers to
counter-balance the increased mental workload resulting from the conversation. On the other
hand, the reduction of vehicle headspace for drivers using their cell phone while driving may
be considered as a confirmation of the distraction caused by cell phone, leading the driver to
fail maintaining the appropriate headspace. Reduced headspaces are generally associated
with increased rear-collision risk.
A final note on the modelling results concerns the headspace model. In particular, looking at
the parameter estimates of this model, it may appear that the model yields negative
headspaces, under certain conditions i.e. when the difference in speed and the difference in
headways are zero, or when the difference in speeds and headways are low and cell phone
use is involved. It is underlined, however, that a difference of speeds and headways equal to
zero between consecutive vehicles is a purely theoretical case, which was certainly not
observed within the - more than 3,000 vehicles - present sample. On the contrary, a rather
complex relationship between difference in speeds and headways was observed, and this
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relationship appeared to vary at different traffic conditions, an issue that will be also
discussed in the following sections. It is further underlined that, for each one of the sample
vehicles, the headways estimated from the model were always positive.

Variables sensitivity and elasticity
For the better understanding of modelling results, variable sensitivity tests were carried out.
In this section sensitivity graphs related to headspace effects are presented in Figures 3 and
4. In particular, Figure 3 concerns the sensitivity of headspaces to the difference in speeds
for drivers using or not using a cell phone while driving. In this case, the difference in
headways was taken to be equal to 4 sec, i.e. as the average value calculated from the
sample. As mentioned above, the absolute difference in headways may be considered to
take any positive value except zero, an assumption that was confirmed by the measurements
carried out in this research.
It can be seen that headspaces increase with the difference in vehicle speeds for all drivers;
however, drivers using their cell phones have smaller headspaces regardless of the
difference in speeds with the vehicle ahead. It is also noted that these general patterns are
not affected by age effects.
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Figure 3. Sensitivity of headspace to the difference in speed from the vehicle ahead (age <25 or >55 years,
dHw=4 sec)

Accordingly, Figure 4 presents the sensitivity of headspaces to the difference in headways
for drivers using or not using a cell phone while driving. In this case, the difference in speeds
was kept equal to 5 km/h, i.e. as the average value calculated from the sample. It is noted
that a constant difference in speed is considered only for practical reasons; in fact, as
mentioned in the previous section, an interrelation between speed and headway difference
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between consecutive vehicles is expected. However, the investigation of this interrelation is
beyond the scope of the present research.
It can be seen that headspaces generally increase with the difference in headways between
consecutive vehicles. Drivers using their cell phone have systematically lower headspaces,
regardless of the difference in headways.
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Figure 4. Sensitivity of headspace to the difference in headways from the vehicle ahead

Additional insight may be obtained through the estimation of variable elasticities. These are
presented in Table II. The elasticity e is calculated as indicated in section 2.2, whereas its
normalization in relation to the lowest value is shown by e*. It can be seen that vehicle
speeds are largely affected by driver age and gender, and less affected by the use of cell
phone. As regards vehicle headspaces, these are mostly affected by the differences in
speeds and in headways from the vehicle ahead, due to the obvious correlation between the
three traffic measures. Headspace elasticity to age is also considerable, whereas the use of
cell phone presents the lowest elasticity.

Table II. Elasticities of vehicle speeds and headspaces

Variable
Taxi
Gender
Age 18-25
Age 25-55
Age >55
Cell phone use
Speed difference dv
differenceheadways
Headways
difference dHw

Vehicle speed (V)
β
e
e*
0.692
0.00154 1.13
-0.688
0.00318 2.34
0.441
0.00228 1.68
-1.503
0.00297 2.18
-0.726
0.00136 1.00
-

Headspace (Hs)
β
e
e*
7.299
0.14733 1.63
-28.824
0.09023 1.00
7.134
0.87752 9.73
7.174
1.28655 14.26
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Overall, it appears that the use of cell phone is a significant additional determinant of vehicle
speeds and headspaces, although other driver and traffic characteristics are the main
determinants. In particular, the sensitivity analysis suggests the following:



The use of cell phone results in smaller headspaces when the difference in speed
from the vehicle ahead increases, regardless of driver age.



The use of cell phone results in smaller headspaces when the difference in
headways from the vehicle ahead increases, regardless of driver age.

DISCUSSION
Most existing research efforts on the effect of mobile phone use while driving on drivers'
behaviour are based on either driving simulator experiments or stated preference surveys.
Moreover, they focus on the effects on driver’s speed and reaction time. In this research,
vehicle headways are selected as an equally important measure of traffic flow and road
safety, especially within the context of driver distraction. Moreover, this research contributes
to the identification and validation of the effects of using a mobile phone while driving, by
using data from an on-road experiment, where vehicles actual speeds and headways were
measured on an urban road section, together with driver characteristics, including the use of
cell phones.
The modeling results suggest that the use of cell phone brings a slight decrease of vehicle
speeds. This effect, also identified in previous research, can be attributed to the fact that
drivers reduce their speeds in an attempt to compensate for the increased requirements for
cognitive and motor effort coming from the use of a cell phone while driving. Moreover, it was
found that young drivers (18-25 years old) drive at increased speeds, whereas older drivers
(>55 years old) drive at the lowest speeds. Finally, females drive at lower speeds compared
to males, regardless of the use of cell phone.
The use of cell phone while driving was also found to reduce vehicle headspaces. This may
suggest that the driver is distracted by the cell phone conversation, failing to keep the
appropriate distance from the vehicle ahead. Middle aged drivers (25-55 years old) are
associated with increased headspaces, possibly resulting from a combination of more driving
experience compared to young drivers and better skills compared to older drivers. Moreover,
the effect of traffic conditions on vehicle headspaces was found to be most important.
Increased differences in speeds and headways between consecutive vehicles were strongly
associated with increased headspaces. This may reflect a vehicle platoon effect, in which
lower and more homogenous speeds and headways are observed.
The significant effect of cell phone use on traffic characteristics may also be associated to
negative safety effects. In particular, a reduction of vehicle speed (i.e. as the one estimated
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when using a cell phone while driving) might be associated with a benefit in terms of road
safety, given that most cases lower speeds correspond to lower accident risk and accident
severity. In this case, however, several researchers argue that this reduction in speed is just
another aspect of driver distraction when using a cell phone, and consequently accident risk
increases. This assumption is in large part confirmed by the findings of the present research,
given the reduced headspaces associated with the use of cell phone while driving.
The next steps of the present research could focus on the investigation of the interrelation
between difference in speeds and difference in headways between consecutive vehicles.
The analysis of this potentially complex relationship (e.g. a different relationship is expected
in low and in high traffic flows) might provide additional insight into the modelling results.
Furthermore, starting from the basic linear models presented in this paper, non-linear forms
of the examined relationships could be tested, and eventually variation of the distance
between the "using" and "not using" a cell phone curves could be tested. In addition, it would
be important to investigate the impact of mobile phone use, not only when the drivers talk on
mobile phone using a hand-held device but also when they use a hands-free device, a
bluetooth, or when they type a sms.
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